ON SALE NOW
242 HO HO HO!

7. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 135
CofA wmk in mint lightly hinged fresh
condition with selvedge…….$239.00

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A GREAT 2019!

This is our last little list for 2018—
*Thank you all most sincerely for your most
valued support again this year.
*The offices will be closed from end of day Thursday 20th December till Wednesday 9th
January 2019—
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
KANGAROOS

8. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SPECIMEN
Third Watermark Type C, a lovely fresh
mint lightly hinged and very well centred example as shown ………..$199.00

9. N.W.P.I SG 84 type c in superb
mint lightly hinged condition, stunning stamp for just……………$175.00

1. 6d ULTRAMARINE SG 26 Second
watermark 10/10 stamp superbly
fresh, stunning…………………$299.00

2. 9d VIOLET SG 27 Second watermark, superbly fresh stamp ..$179.00

3. 1/- BRIGHT BLUE-GREEN SG 28
Second watermark 10/10 stamp superbly fresh mint lightly hinged, a
magnificent stamp for……..…..$349.00

10. 1945 PEACE No Wmk mint unhinged horizontal pair
and although these were reported to emanate from stolen material they are certainly nice to own……….$99.00

MYSTERY BOXES BONZANZA!
4. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 13 mint
very fresh and lightly hinged for
just………………………………..$299.00

We have lots of amazing new stock just in—
450kgs of new stock in fact, so try a box today!
11. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
12. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00

5. 5/- GREY AND
YELLOW SG 42 Third Wmk in superb
very fresh mint lightly hinged with variety BW44(D)h Spencer’s Gulf elongated and curved, a beautiful stamp Cat.
$950 and perfect for…………...$599.00

6. £1 GREY CofA wmk SG 137 fine
used …………………………..…..$199.00

If you want a box made up to another value eg
$1,000 or more, just ask as right now we really
can help! For those who have never purchased a
mystery box from us—they can contain onecountry collections; stamps from lots of different
countries, both old and modern mint and used;
FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and offpaper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and
empty; catalogues. The list goes on and on, no
two boxes are ever the same. If you have special
requests we certainly try to accommodate, they
all definitely come with a loads of fun guarantee!

COLLECTIONS
13. ANTIGUA
A lovely VERY
large collectIon house in
a Scott Illustrated album
covering the
period 18621994
either
lightly hinged and in man cases with clear mounts. A
mixture of both mint and fine used. There are some superbly designed stamps in mint condition although not
very high in catalogue value they are superb designs eg
SG 32, 49, 73, 58, 113, 120-134 complete mint, 149-158
missing 1c mint. There are hundreds of sets and miniature sheets for the period way too many to list and I estimate from 1950-1994 the collection is approximately
90% complete. While the catalogue of the £10+ items is
just over £1,050 ($1700+ AU) so many hundreds of sets
do not appear in that figure so basically they are free,
the lot nice price if………………………………......$289.00

15. CYPRUS 1880-1980 A
fine lot housed on hagner
pages and the later on
old time pages all nicely
housed in black mounts.
There is more than
£1,200+ (AU $2,100+) in
just the first few pages,
includes SG 2 x 3 mint, SG 9 no gum unused x 2, SG 10
used, SG 43, 46 mint, SG 35 x 2 used, SG 22 used, SG
70 mint, SG 84 used, SG 115 mint, SG 123-132 8 of 10
mint, SG 131 fu, SG 133-143 9 of 11 used, SG 143 used,
shades with loads of multiples for research, SG 173-187
mixture of mint and fine used £1 if mint, hundreds of
mint and mint unhinged sets and singles from 19551980, a great price…………………………..………$249.00
16. K.U.T EAST AFRICA 1903-1960 A well presented
collection housed on 30+ hagner pages, mixture of mint
and used hundreds of stamps, shades, mint blocks, a
few covers, noted Kenya Uganda SG 86 x 4 , 88 used,
90 used. KGV1 multiples mint and fine used, SG 131-50
18 of 20 fine used used, overprints, SG 167-80 set 14
mint, 012-12 mint with extra shades, 013-20 mint. What
a lovely fresh clean lot, Catalogue of better items almost £900 ($1,500 AU) nice fun lot for just……...$209.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
17.1949 ARMS SG 224a-d in mint unhinged Authority
Imprint blocks of four, sadly the £1 and £2 have minor
toning in the top or lower selvedge, the stamps are fine
and fresh, at this price you could even break them up
into four sets and make a profit, complete
imprints…………………………………………………….$499.00
18.1974 10c STAR SAPHIRE Printed on the gummed
side SG 552a unhinged pair as shown just…….....$89.00

14. BERMUDA 1865-1985 A lovely collection housed on
approx. 80+ hagner pages in large red binder. A mixture of mint and fine used, I noted SG 10 fu, SG97 mint
and used, SG25 mint, loads of shades sg 28 x 3 mint, SG
20 x 4 mint, SG 29 mint x 2, SG 40 x3 mint, blocks mint,
KGV SG 51 x 2 shades mint, 51 fu, 52 mint x 2 and fu, 53
mint and fiscal used, 92 x 3 fiscal used, sg 67 mint x 2
and a fu, 71 mint 72 x 2 mint, 72 used, 73 mint and used,
94-7 x 3 mint, 98-106 x 4 sets of 9 mint, SG 112 mint x 3,
SG114 mint x 2, a superb group of KGV1 shades with
loads of mint 116c x 6 shades, 117 x 3 mint shades and
2 x fu, 118 x 4 shades fu, 119 x 2 mint, sg 110-121 set
15/16 used plus sg 110-21 set of 16 mint, loads of extras, a great collection to build upon. There is more
than £5,100++ ($8,500+ AU) in Catalogue value on a
simplified basis that time spent will reward. Nice and
fresh collection and a whole lot of Christmas fun for
somebody, the lot for just…………………………..$949.00

19.1975 10c WOMEN’S YEAR Misplaced perforations as
shown in a block of 5 Mint unhinged SG 589 BW 691b
great looking item (image reduced) for a silly….$149.00
20.1981 Christmas 18c SG 828(var) BW 917 ba misplaced perforations as shown in irregular block of three
Mint unhinged for……………………………………....$99.00
21.1983
JACEES
27c Strip
of three
major BW
997b misplaced
perforations, (image reduced) looks great……....$99.00

